GARDONS LE CAP...
KEEP MOVING FORWARD...
The 2010 growing season provided us with the perfect conditions to
express the special character of the Margaux terroir in a harmonious
blend of dense, complex Cabernet Sauvignon and rich Merlot that
reached rare levels of opulence.
From the beginning to the end of the season, the soils in the 2010
vintage had a slight deficit in water supply and quite moderate
variations in temperature.
The cold, rainy spell we had in June during the flowering of the
Merlot vines helpfully provided us with a light, natural thinning of
the crop.
The moderate water deficit stress in the vines combined with
alternating cool nights and hot, sunny summer days enhanced
the ripening process of the grapes without any danger of
fungal diseases. This made it possible for us to wait for each plot
to reach its optimum moment of ripeness before we harvested.
The Merlot was the first to take the floor on September 30th,
while the Cabernet Sauvignon had the last dance on October
20th. This superb raw material, with outstanding anthocyanin
potential, produced a fabulously dense vintage that has lovely
freshness and great fruit precision. The Merlots found excellent
acidities with Cabernets Sauvignon that proved the perfect foil
to balance the high levels of alcohol reached again this year.
In this vintage, we trialled the pigeage extraction technique
(punching down the cap of skins) on a vat of Merlot and
another of Cabernet Sauvignon, so as to extract in the gentlest
way possible all the richness contained in our grapes.
Already, the results from these vats, selected from the finest
plots on the plateau of Cantenac, have fulfilled all our
expectations and confirmed not only the outstanding quality
of the Prieuré-Lichine terroir but also the effectiveness of these
technical evolutions.

2010

• O WNER : SAS Château Prieuré-Lichine
• W INEMAKER : Étienne CHARRIER
• C ONSULTANT : Stéphane DERENONCOURT
• T OTAL SURFACE AREA : 77 ha (190 acres)
• AVERAGE AGE OF THE VINES : 30 years
• SOIL TYPE : Günz-area Garonne gravel
• VINEYARD GRAPE COMPOSITION :
- Cabernet Sauvignon : 50%
- Merlot : 45%
- Petit Verdot : 5%
• D E-LEAFING : one side of the row in July
• START AND END OF THE HARVEST :
- Merlot : 30th September - 12th October
- Cabernet Sauvignon : 13th - 20th October
• HARVEST RECEPTION :
- Grapes picked into small crates
- Vibrating sorting tables
- Manual sorting and optical line
- No crushing
• S URFACE AREA OF VINE (ACRES) : 70 ha (173 acres)
• V ATTING PERIOD : 28-30 days
• OVERALL YIELD : 37 hl/ha
• Y IELD FOR FIRST WINE : 32 hl/ha
• B LEND FOR FIRST WINE 2010 VINTAGE :
- Cabernet Sauvignon : 65%
- Merlot : 30%
- Petit Verdot : 5%
• AGEING :
- 50 % new barrels
- 50 % second fill barrels
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